The special linear representation of a compact Lie group G is a kind of linear representation of compact Lie group G with special properties. It is possible to define the integral of linear representation and extend this concept to special linear representation for next using.
Introduction
After explicit expressing of special linear representations of compact Lie group G, we consider some of properties this structure for compact Lie groups. The first step, in investigating of compact Lie group, is to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition in order that a given real Lie algebra g should be the Lie algebra of a compact Lie group. It turns out that the desired criterion consists in the existence on the vector space of the Lie algebra of a scalar product u, v which turns it into a Euclidean space and is invariant with respect to the adjoint group. Invariance with respect to the adjoint group amounts to the condition 
such a Lie algebra will be called a compact Lie algebra. A basic tool in the entire investigation is the introduction, on an arbitrary Lie algebra g, of a uniquely determinant scalar product u, v . If u, v ∈ g, then scalar product u, v is defined to the trace of the linear transformation −p u p v ,
where p u denotes the inner derivation p u = [u, x] . Clearly scalar product u, v , according to this definition, is a symmetric bilinear form on g, also in terms of a coordinate system, we have
An elementary argument shows that a real Lie algebra g is compact semisimple when and only when the scalar product (2) turns g into a Euclidean space, i.e., is positive definite. Since this scalar product is automatically invariant with respect to all automorphisms of g, it follows that the group G A of all automorphisms of a compact semi-simple Lie algebra g is a compact Lie group. Let g be a real Lie algebra and let L denote the adjoint group of g. A symmetric bilinear form ψ(u, v); u, v ∈ g, defined on g will be said to be invariant with respect to L or, simply, invariant if
holds for every l ∈ L. Similarly, the associated quadratic form ψ(u, v) is invariant with respect to the adjoint or, simply, invariant if
holds for arbitrary l ∈ L. Every compact Lie algebra admits a positive definite quadratic form invariant with respect to the adjoint group. Let g be any real Lie algebra admitting an invariant positive definite quadratic form. Then the center of g is precisely the collection g 0 of all elements of g that are orthogonal to g in the sense of the scalar product defined in (2), moreover, if g 0 is trivial then the quadratic form ψ(u, u) of the scalar product is itself an invariant positive definite quadratic form. In this case, Lie group G A of automorphisms of g is compact and its Lie algebra G A coincides with the adjoint algebra F of g. Finally, if G denotes the component of identity in G A , then neither G nor G A contains any central element other than identity element. Theorem 1.1. A Lie algebra is compact if and only if it admits a positive definite quadratic form which is invariant with respect to the adjoint group. (For a proof and more details see [9] .) Let g be a compact semi-simple Lie algebra, and let G be the component of the identity in the group G A of all automorphisms of g, then G is a compact Lie group with trivial center whose Lie algebra is isomorphic with given algebra g. If G ′ is any Lie group whose Lie algebra is isomorphic with g, then G
′ is locally isomorphic with G; moreover, if G ′ is a connected global group having trivial center then it is isomorphic with G. Example 1.2. Let A ∈ SU(2) and su(2) be the Lie algebra of A ∈ SU(2). We define the adjoint action of SU(2) on su (2) by
We define the scalar product on su (2) by
The elementŝ
form an orthonormal basis {Ĥ,Ê,F } of su (2) with respect to the inner product , ,i.e., Ĥ ,Ĥ = Ê ,Ê = F ,F = 1,
We can define an R-linear isomorphism
which is also an isometry, i.e.,
In particular, the scalar product , defined in (3), has positive definite quadratic form on su(2), whence it follows that su(2) is semi-simple and compact. Let G A denote the group of all automorphisms of su (2) . Since an automorphism preserves the scalar product, it follows that G A consists of orthogonal transformations on the vector space su(2) exclusively. Moreover, it is clear that the orthogonal transformations with positive determinant preserve the vector product while those with negative determinant do not. Thus G A is just the group of all rotations of su (2). In fact, we obtain that Lie algebra su(2) A of the group G A is isomorphic with su(2).
Representation theory
In this section, we introduce several definitions of elementary representation theory for using in next section:
A representation of a Lie group is defined by a group homomorphism ρ of Lie group G to GL(V ), from Lie group G to the space of invertible linear transformations on a vector space V . If ρ has finite order, then to each element x ∈ G there corresponds a matrix ρ(x), the entries of which we denote by ρ
, each of the matrix ρ(x) there corresponds a non-singular linear automorphism of V which we denote by ρ x . The order of ρ(x) is known as the degree of ρ.
Let G be a Lie group and g ∈ G be an arbitrary element of G. A representation ρ : G −→ GL(V ) is continuous in g when and only when for each ǫ > 0, there exists a neighborhood N of the identity such that for all x ∈ G, xg −1 ∈ N we have ||ρ(x) − ρ(g)|| < ǫ, where ||ρ(x)|| is the same suprimum norm on invertible linear transformation ρ x . (ii) ϕ(x, y) = ϕ(y, x). A Hermitian form ϕ(x, y) is said to be positive definite if ϕ(x, x) > 0 for x = 0. Clearly any positive definite Hermitian bilinear form may be taken as scalar product in the space U becomes a unitary space.
If ρ : G −→ GL(V ) is any representation, and W ⊂ V is an invariant subspace, meaning that ρ(g)W ⊂ W for all g ∈ G, then representation ρ reduces to a subrepresentation of G on W . Trivial subrepresentations are when W = {0} or W = V . A reducible representation is one that contains a nontrivial subrepresentation; an irreducible representation, then, is one that has no nontrivial invariant subspace (subrepresentation).
Example 2.4. The direct sum of two representations is reducible since each appears as a subrepresentation therein. Let G is a compact Lie group, or the general tensor representations of GL(n, R), all finite-dimensional reducible representations could be decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible subrepresentations. However, this is not uniformly true; a simple counterexample is provided by the reducible two dimensional representation
of the general linear group GL(n, R).
Remark I. Let ∆ be a reducible set of unitary matrix of order r. Then there exists a single unitary matrix P of order r such that for every D ∈ ∆ the matrixD = P DP −1 has the special form
where A and B are unitary matrices. We regard the matrices of ∆ as the matrices of a set of unitary transformations of an r-dimensional unitary space V relative to a fixed orthonormal basis. Let V be an unitary space of finite dimension m and G be a compact Lie group . A linear representation ρ : G −→ GL(V ) of V into itself is said to be unitary if it preserves the inner product, i.e., for all x, y ∈ V ; ρ(x), ρ(y) = x, y . lemma 2.5. (Schur , s lemma)Let Σ be an irreducible collection of t -rowed square matrices, let Ω be an irreducible set of n-rowed square matrices, and A be a rectangular matrix having m rows and n columns. Suppose that ΣA = AΣ then either A = 0, or else m = n and A is non-singular. lemma 2.6. Let Ω be an irreducible set of complex m × m matrix and A be a square matrix of order r that commutes with all elements of Ω. Then A has the form βE where β is a complex number and E is the identity matrix.
Proof. Consider the matrix B = A−βE where β a complex number chosen, so as to make the determinant of a zero. Since the det(A − βE) is a polynomial in β with complex coefficients, the existence of such a number is assured. Moreover, since A commute with all the elements of Ω the same true of B. Thus we have ΩB = BΩ and according to Schur , s lemma (lemma 2.5.), a must be the zero matrix since det(B) = 0 by construction, then A = βE. △
Special linear representation
Now we are going to create a new concept in linear representation while perusing compact Lie groups in new structure. Proof. First we show that Φ has an equivalent unitary representation. Let V be an m-dimensional unitary space, where m is degree of Φ, fix a basis in V , and consider the positive definite Hermitian form
where (5) we obtain a function
which is again a positive definite Hermitian form. Now we define the new Hermitian form
This form is again a positive definite. Moreover, taking account the relation Φ x Φ y = Φ xy and the invariance of the integral, we have
This shows that ϕ(u, v) value is invariant under the substitution of Φ y (u), Φ y (v) for each u, v. We can use ϕ(u, v) as the inner product in V , and select in V a basis which is orthonormal with respect to ϕ(u, v). Relative to this basis, Φ y corresponds to some matrixΦ(y) and since Φ y preserves the inner product it follows thatΦ(y) is unitary. ThusΦ is unitary representation of G. 
Remark II. Let Φ be a reducible special linear representation of G. According to theorem (3.2) and the remark I, there exists a matrix P such that the matrices ξ(x) = P Φ(x)P −1 have the special form
where Φ 1 (x) and Φ 2 (x) are unitary matrices. We shall say that splits into the two special representations Φ 1 and Φ 2 . If Φ 1 or Φ 2 should be, themselves, reducible then they may be split again in the same manner. Thus every special representations ξ splits into a finite system of irreducible special representation Φ 1 , . . . , Φ n . If χ denotes the character of Φ and χ i be the character of
Theorem 3.4. Let Φ and Ψ be any two irreducible distinct special linear
, and let χ, χ ′ be the characters of Φ and Ψ respectively. Then the following relation holds:
Proof. Let m and n be the degrees of the distinct special linear representations Φ and Ψ, and let A be any constant m × n matrix. We define
We show first that Φ(y)T Ψ(x) = T. Indeed,
Thus we have Φ(x)T = T Ψ(x), for every x. By lemma Schur , s lemma (2.5) there are only two possible cases. But if m = n and T is non-singular then we have
i.e., the special representations Φ and Ψ are equivalent, contrary to hypothesis. Thus T = 0, it means
Now choose the special matrix for A with all entries zero except for T single one in the (j, 1)-th entry. Then since
relation (9) assumes the form
Now since
then we have relation (8) . △ so that Φ(x)T = T Φ(x) for arbitrary x. Employing remark (II), we conclude that T has the form αE where E is the identity matrix while α is a complex number depending only on A. Thus Φ(x)AΦ(x −1 )dx = αE.
It remains to determine α. Then we compute trace on both side of (12) In this time, choosing for A the special matrix all of whose entries are zero except for a single one in the (j, 1)-th entry, so that tr(A) = δ 
and if i = k or j = 1 then
that (14) and (15) conclude (11) relation immediately . △
